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QUESTION 1

Service Consumer A sends a request message with a Username token to Service A (1). Service B authenticates the
request by verifying the security credentials from the Username token with a shared identity store (2), To process
Service Consumer A\\'s request message. Service A must use Services B, C, and D. Each of these three services also
requires the Username token (3. 6, 9) in order to authenticate Service Consumer A by using the same shared identity
store (4, 7, 10). Upon each successful authentication, each of the three services (B, C, and D) issues a response
message back to Service A (5, 8, 11). Upon receiving and processing the data in all three response messages, Service
A sends its own response message to Service Consumer A (12). 

There are plans implement a single sign-on security mechanism in this service composition architecture. The service
contracts for Services A, C, and D can be modified with minimal impact in order to provide support for the additional
messaging requirements of the single sign-on mechanism. However, Service B\\'s service contract is tightly coupled to
its implementation and, as a result, this type of change to its service contract is not possible as it would require too
many modifications to the underlying service implementation. Given the fact that Service B\\'s service contract cannot
be changed to support single sign-on, how can a single sign-on mechanism still be implemented across all services? 

A. Apply the Brokered Authentication pattern so that Service A acts as an authentication broker that issues a SAML
token on behalf of Service Consumer A, and forwards this token to Services C and D. Create a new utility service is
positioned between Service A and Service 

B. This utility service perform a conversion of the SAML token to a Username token, and then forwards the Username
token to Service B so that Service B can still perform authentication of incoming requests using its own security
mechanism. 

C. Apply the Brokered Authentication pattern to establish Service A as an authentication broker that issues a SAML
token for Service Consumer A and forwards Service Consumer A\\'s token to other services. Apply the Trusted
Subsystem pattern to create a utility service that acts as a trusted subsystem for Service B. This utility service is able to
perform authentication using the SAML token from Service A and can then generate a Username token by embedding
its own credentials when accessing Service B. This way, Service B can perform authentication of requestmessages as it
does now, but it can still participate in the single sign-on message exchanges without requiring changes to its service
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contract. 

D. Apply the Brokered Authentication pattern so that Service A acts as an authentication broker that issues a SAML
token for Service Consumer A and forwards Service Consumer A\\'s token to Services C and D. Create a second
service contract for Service B that supports single sign-on. This way, Service B can still perform authentication of
incoming requests using the old service contract while allowing for the processing of SAML tokens using the new
service contract. 

E. Replace the Username tokens with X.509 digital certificates. This allows for the single sign-on mechanism to be
implemented without requiring changes to any of the service contracts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Service Consumer A sends a request message with a Username token to Service A (1). Service B authenticates the
request by verifying the security credentials from the Username token with a shared identity store (2). To process
Service Consumer A\\'s request message, Service A must use Services B, C, and D. Each of these three services also
requires the Username token (3. 6, 9) in order to authenticate Service Consumer A by using the same shared identity
store (4, 7, 10). Upon each successful authentication, each of the three services (B, C, and D) issues a response
message back to Service A (5, 8, 11). Upon receiving and processing the data in all three response messages, Service
A sends its own response message to Service Consumer A (12). 

You are asked to redesign this service composition architecture so that it can still carry out the described message
exchanges while requiring that Service Consumer A only be authenticated once using the identity store. Which of the
following statements describes an accurate solution? 

A. A single sign-on mechanism is implemented. The Brokered Authentication pattern is applied, resulting in Service A
becoming the authentication broker. The authentication broker authenticates the security credentials received from
Service Consumer A against the identity store. After successful authentication, the authentication broker issues a signed
SAML token for Service Consumer A. The SAML token is subsequently provided to Services B.C. and D by Service A,
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on behalf of Service Consumer A. 

B. A single sign-on mechanism is implemented. The Brokered Authentication pattern is applied together with the Data
OriginAuthentication pattern. A separate authentication broker utility service is added in between Service Consumer A
and Service A. This requires that Service A send its Username token only once to Service B. Service B then acts as a
secondary authentication broker and authenticates Service Consumer A and Service A using the identity store. If the
authentication is successful,Service B generates a shared secret key to be used as a session key during communication
with Services C and 

C. Because the session key is only known by these services, it can be used authenticates the services to each other. 

D. A single sign-on mechanism is implemented. The Brokered Authentication pattern is applied together with the Data
Origin Authentication pattern. Service A is redesigned to use holder-of-key based subject 

confirmation SAML assertions. This way, Service A only needs to send its Username token once to 

Service B. Service B then acts as the authentication broker by issuing a SAML token to Service A and 

then further sends the SAML token to Services C and D on behalf of Service Consumer A and Service 

A. 

Service B signs the SAML assertion in order to ensure its authenticity and integrity during message 

exchanges with Services C and D. 

E. The Direct Authentication pattern is applied together with an authentication process that uses digital certificates and
digital signatures instead of Username tokens. The digital certificate of Service Consumer A is attached to all
subsequent request messages issued by Services A, B, C and D and these request messages are further signed by a
private key. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Service A is a publically accessible service that provides free multimedia retrieval capabilities to a range of service
consumers. To carry out this functionality, Service A is first invoked by Service Consumer A (1). Based on the nature of
the request message received from Service Consumer A, Service A either invokes Service B or Service C. When
Service B is invoked by Service A (2A) it retrieves data from publicly available sources (not shown) and responds with
the requested data (3A). When Service C is invoked by Service A (2B) it retrieves data from proprietary sources within
the IT enterprise (not shown) and responds with the requested data (3B). After receiving a response from Service B or
Service C, Service A sends the retrieved data to Service Consumer A (4). Service B does not require service
consumers to be authenticated, but Service C does require authentication of service consumers. The service contract
for Service A therefore uses WS-Policy alternative policies in order to express the two different authentication
requirements to Service Consumer A. When Service Consumer A sends a request message (1), Service A determines
whether the request requires the involvement of Service C and then checks to ensure that the necessary security
credentials were received as part of the message. If the credentials provided by Service Consumer A are verified.
Service A creates a signed SAML assertion and sends it with the request message to Service C (2B) This authentication
information is protected by public key encryption However, responses to Service Consumer A\\'s request message (3B,
4) are not encrypted for performance reasons. 
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Recently, the usage of Service C has noticeably declined. An investigation has revealed response messages issued by
Service C (3B) have been repeatedly intercepted and accessed by unauthorized and malicious intermediaries. As a
result, Service Consumer A has lost confidence in the use of Service A for the retrieval of proprietary data because it is
being viewed as a security risk. This is especially troubling, because the owner of Service A had planned to start
charging a fee for Service A\\'s ability to provide proprietary data via the use of Service C. How can this service
composition architecture be changed to address the security problem with minimal impact on runtime performance? 

A. Use the existing PKI to provide message-layer security for the response messages originating from Service C. To
providemessage confidentiality, Service C can encrypt the response messages using Service Consumer A\\'s public
key. This prevents unauthorized intermediaries from accessing the content of response messages. 

B. Use the existing PKI to provide two-way authentication of the exchanged messages. After receiving a request from
the service consumer, Service A can respond with a signed acknowledgement of the message, encrypted by the public
key of Service Consumer A. Only Service Consumer A will be able to decrypt the encrypted acknowledgement. Service
Consumer A then responds to the acknowledgement, thereby verifying its identity with Service 

A. Because both Service Consumer A and Service A are mutually authenticated, end-to-end transport-layer security is
sufficient to provide message confidentiality in order to prevent unauthorized intermediaries from accessing messages
originating from Service C. 

C. Use the existing PKI to establish secure communication between Service Consumer A and Service C. A symmetric
key can be generated for the data being sent from Service C to Service Consumer A Service C can generate a session
key that is encrypted with Service Consumer A\\'s public key. Service C can then attach the session key to the response
message, which is encrypted using the session key. Because only Service Consumer A can decrypt the encrypted
session key, the data transmitted in the message is safe from access by unauthorized intermediaries. 

D. Use the existing PKI to specify encryption and digital signature requirements on the messages. Service C can use
ServiceConsumer A\\'s public key to generate a symmetric key. Service Consumer A can also generate the same
session key from its own public key. Service C can use the session key to encrypt the response message (and the hash
value of the response message), concatenate them, and send them to Service Consumer A. Service Consumer A
separates the concatenated and encrypted hash value, decrypts it, and then decrypts the encrypted response message.
As a result, the confidentiality and integrity of the response message are guaranteed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Service A exchanges messages with Service B multiple times during the same runtime service activity. Communication
between Services A and B has been secured using transport-layer security. With each service request message sent to
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Service B (1A. IB), Service A includes an X.509 certificate, signed by an external Certificate Authority (CA). Service B
validates the certificate by retrieving the public key of the CA (2A. 2B) and verifying the digital signature of the X.509
certificate. Service B then performs a certificate revocation check against a separate external CA repository (3A, 3B).
No intermediary service agents reside between Service A and Service B. 

To fulfill a new security requirement, Service A needs to be able to verify that the response message sent by Service B
has not been modified during transit. Secondly, the runtime performance between Services A and B has been
unacceptably poor and therefore must be improved without losing the ability to verify Service A\\'s security credentials. It
has been determined that the latency is being caused by redundant security processing carried out by Service B. Which
of the following statements describes a solution that fulfills these requirements? 

A. Apply the Trusted Subsystem pattern to introduce a utility service that performs the security processing instead of
Service B. The utility service can verify the security credentials of request messages from Service A and digitally sign
messages sent to Service A to enable verification of message integrity. Furthermore, the utility service can perform the
verification of security credentials submitted by Service A only once per runtime service activity. After the first
messageexchange, it can issue a SAML token to Service A that gets stored within the current session. Service A can
then use this session-based token with subsequent message exchange. Because SAML tokens have a very small
validity period (in contrast to X.509 certificates), there is no need to perform a revocation check with every message
exchange. 

B. Service B needs to be redesigned so that it performs the verification of request messages from Service A only for the
first message exchange during the runtime service activity. Thereafter, it can issue a SAML token to Service A that gets
stored within the current session. Service A then uses this sessionbased token with subsequent message exchanges.
Because SAML tokens have a very small validity 

period (in contrast to X.509 certificates), there is no need to perform a 

revocation check with every message exchange. 

C. WS-SecurityPolicy transport binding assertions can be used to improve performance via transport-layer security The
use of symmetric keys can keep the encryption and decryption overhead to a minimum, which will further reduce the
latency between Service A and Service B. By encrypting the messages, attackers cannot modify message contents, so
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no additional actions for integrity verification are needed. 

D. The Data Origin Authentication pattern can be applied together with the Service Perimeter Guard pattern to establish
a perimeter service that can verify incoming request messages sent to Service B and to filter response messages sent
to Service A. The repository containing the verification information about the Certificate Authorities can be replicated in
the trust domain of the perimeter service. When access is requested by Service A, the perimeter service evaluates
submitted security credentials by checking them against the locally replicated repository. Furthermore, it can encrypt
messages sent to Service A by Service B. and attach a signed hash value. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Service Consumer A sends a request message to Service A (1), after which Service A sends a request message with
security credentials to Service B (2). Service B authenticates the request and, if the authentication is successful, writes
data from the request message into Database B (3). Service B then sends a request message to Service C (4), which is
not required to issue a response message. Service B then sends a response message back to Service A (5). After
processing Service B\\'s response, Service A sends another request message with security credentials to Service B (6).
After successfully authenticating this second request message from Service A, Service B sends a request message to
Service D (7). Service D is also not required to issue a response message. Finally, Service B sends a response
message to Service A (8), after which Service A records the response message contents in Database A (9) before
sending its own response message to Service Consumer A (10). 

Services A and B use digital certificates to support message integrity and authentication. With every message exchange
between the two services (2, 5, 6, 8), the digital certificates are used. It has been determined that both Databases A and
B are vulnerable to malicious attackers that may try to directly access sensitive data records. Furthermore, performance
logs have revealed that the current exchange of digital certificates between Services A and B is unacceptably slow. How
can the integrity and authenticity of messages exchanged between Services A and B be maintained, but with improved
runtime performance 

-

and - how can Databases A and B be protected with minimal additional impact on performance? 

A. 

Apply the Brokered Authentication pattern to establish an authentication broker that uses WS- Trust based SAML
tokens for message exchanges between Services A and B. This eliminates the need for Service A to be repeatedly
authenticated by Service B. Use the public key of Service A to encrypt Database A and use the public key of Service B
to encrypt Database B. 
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B. 

Apply the Brokered Authentication pattern to establish an authentication broker that uses WS-SecureConversation
securitycontext tokens (SCTs) to generate and transmit a symmetric session key. The session key is used to encrypt
and digitally sign messages exchanged between Services A and B. For each database the Trusted Subsystem pattern
is applied to require authenticated access to the database and to prevent attackers from accessing the database
directly 

C. 

Apply the Direct Authentication pattern to establish mutual authentication between Services A and B 

using a shared identity store. Service A attaches a Username token to the first request message sent to Service B and
Service B authenticates the request message using the shared identity store. Similarly, when Service B submits a
response message to Service A. it attaches its own Username token that Service A then authenticates by also using the
same shared identitystore. Database A is encrypted using the Service A password as a secret encryption key and
Database B is encrypted using the Service B password as a secret encryption key. 

D. Apply the Brokered Authentication pattern to establish an authentication broker that uses WS- Trust based SAML
tokens for message exchanges between Services A and B. This eliminates the need for Service A to be repeatedly
authenticated by Service B. Database A is encrypted using the Service A password as a secret encryption key and
Database B is encrypted using the Service B password as a secret encryption key. 

Correct Answer: B 
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